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ABSTRACT

Extended Reality (XR) is a rapidly growing field offering unique
immersive experiences, social networking, learning, and collabora-
tion opportunities. The continuous advancements in XR technology
and industry efforts are gradually moving this technology toward
end consumers. However, a universal one-size-fits-all solution for
seamless XR interaction still needs to be discovered. Currently,
we face a diverse landscape of interaction modalities that depend
on the environment, user preferences, task, and device capabilities.
Commercially available input methods like handheld controllers,
hand gestures, voice commands, and combinations of those need
universal flexibility and expressiveness. Additionally, hybrid user
interfaces, such as smartwatches and smartphones as ubiquitous in-
put and output devices, expand this interaction design space. In this
position paper, we discuss the idea of a universal interaction concept
for XR. We present challenges and opportunities for implementing
hybrid user interfaces, emphasizing Environment, Task, and User.
We explore the potential to enhance user experiences, interaction
capabilities, and the development of seamless and efficient XR in-
teraction methods. We examine challenges and aim to stimulate a
discussion on the design of generic, universal interfaces for XR.
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Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Extended reality (XR) is a rapidly growing field offering novel oppor-
tunities to augment realities, explore virtual environments, engage in
social networks, improve learning, and collaborate with peers [3, 4].
Continuous research advances and efforts by industries slowly move
this technology toward end-consumers while, at the same pace, a
diverse landscape of interaction modalities is growing. Despite these
extensive efforts, a universal, adaptable solution for seamless interac-
tion in XR has yet to be discovered. This is because the most suitable
interaction modality can differ based on various factors, such as the
user’s preferences, the environment, the interaction scenario, and
the device’s capabilities. Currently, commercially available XR de-
vices offer different input methods ranging from dedicated handheld
controllers, mid-air hand gestures, and voice commands to a mix of
hand or gaze gestures. There have also been recent advancements in
research that extend the scope of input interaction, for example, by
utilizing wrist-worn sensors to detect touch events in the physical
space [12] or using smartphones as versatile input devices [8].

While hybrid interfaces utilizing smartphones or smartwatches
can provide superb usability, better user experiences, and lower
workloads [15], these new modalities also introduce new challenges,
such as the need to integrate multiple devices and to develop and
learn new interaction techniques. While interaction modalities are
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Figure 1: Hybrid interfaces pave the way towards universal interaction,
enabling users to accomplish various tasks in varying environments
intuitively. For instance, while commuting on a train and browsing the
web. Today, hybrid interfaces allow exploring interaction concepts in
these challenging conditions.

improving, no interaction modalities suit every use case. We en-
vision hybrid interfaces to minimize the gap between the intended
interaction in XR and the available input device.

Mouses, keyboards, and touchpads have become integral to to-
day’s mobile and stationary computing and serve as generic, high-
throughput input devices. Similarly, smartphones support direct
gestures and touch input, providing continuous haptic and visual
feedback (e.g., through panning or zooming). Such metaphors are
still missing in the XR interaction space. Hybrid user interfaces ad-
dress the lacking flexibility of XR experiences and further broaden
the design space. The advantages of these different technologies
combined create unique interaction concepts and ultimately could
lead to a universal interaction concept of XR.

The idea of interacting in XR beyond using freehand gestures, a
typical implementation for XR interaction, is not novel. However,
prolonged use of freehand gestures leads to discomfort and requires
additional space [13]. Hence, researchers investigate alternative
XR interaction modalities [2, 6]. For typing tasks, a typical action
for knowledge workers, a hologram of a keyboard is displayed,
and mid-air touch gestures are used to select individual characters.
Consequently, typing can become a tiresome activity.

Past research investigated how different representations of key-
boards and hands influence typing efficiency and experience. Gru-
bert et al. [1] showed that well-designed XR experiences can signifi-
cantly lower text entry error rates. Likewise, we [11] demonstrated
that high typing performance could be achieved by optimizing the
visualization of hands in VR, especially for inexperienced typists.
As an alternative to static offices, nomadic offices, where working
environments are visualized in XR, are increasingly gaining atten-
tion (cf. Fig. 1). To foster a productive and meaningful working
environment, currently, nomadic offices rely on well-known key-
board input [10]. While falling behind on copy editing, nomadic
offices with hybrid interfaces can provide ample display space and
enhanced privacy [9]. Hubenschmid et al. confirmed that augment-
ing a smartphone with a desktop monitor-sized extension represents
the optimal design [5]. In addition, we showed that a smartphone-
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Figure 2: Pillars contributing to universal interaction for XR. Environ-
ment: The user’s physical context influences XR interactions, and
understanding this can enable seamless digital integration, but mobile
scenarios and privacy concerns may pose challenges. Task: XR
applications offer varied experiences requiring different interaction
levels, from immersive, prolonged gameplay to simple notification
dismissals. User: A universal XR interaction concept must consider
user diversity and strive for flexibility, ease of use, and accessibility,
despite current technological limitations.

based AR controller results in significantly faster and more accurate
object manipulation with reduced task load than state-of-art mid-air
gestures [8]. While these types of hybrid interfaces can increase the
quality of interaction and further support users in their tasks, unique
challenges exist in designing such environment [14].

Here, we stress the development of a universal interaction con-
cept for XR, comparable to the gold standards of multitouch for
smartphones or mouse and keyboard for desktop computing. We are
confident that hybrid interfaces allow us to study potential solutions
now and ultimately bring the same utility, like keyboard and mouse
or touchscreens, to the domain of XR. By discussing universal inter-
action today, we assert that such principles can enable the research
community to devise usable XR interfaces that are inherently intu-
itive and effortless. We aim to discuss and lay down the foundations
for exploring how universal interaction, for XR, can foster more
engaging and intuitive user experiences. We strive to investigate
the existing challenges and opportunities, thereby underlining the
potential to augment user experience.

2 UNIVERSAL INTERACTION FOR EXTENDED REALITY

Hybrid user interfaces for XR represent an approach to complement
XR interfaces, seamlessly combining different devices with diverse
input and output modalities to offer users a rich, intuitive, and more
immersive experience. We argue that the resulting considerable
interaction design space is based on three pillars (cf. Fig 2): Envi-
ronment, Task, and User. To achieve a universal interaction concept
for XR, the input and output characterization needs to accomplish
the resulting needs in the following three areas bridging the current
gap between custom-tailored and intuitive interaction.

Environment
The user’s physical environment and context during an XR experi-
ence fundamentally impact the potential interactions. Understanding
the user’s surroundings allows for seamless integration of digital con-
tent within the real world and facilitates improved interaction with
different interfaces. For example, mobile scenarios might be limited

in space for interaction, and additional resources may also be con-
strained. Furthermore, various scenarios present distinct privacy and
security concerns, such as private, semi-private, or public environ-
ments, including private car rides, plane travel, or train commuting.
Thus, considering the different and varying aspects of the environ-
ment while designing interaction concepts requires the implication
of flexibility while maintaining a consistent concept.

Task
As previously outlined, XR applications offer diverse experiences,
encompassing entertainment, social networking, learning, and col-
laborative work. Due to this manifold nature, these applications
involve different tasks, resulting in varying interaction timespans
and required input. For instance, in an immersive game, users may
want to interact over a prolonged time with digital artifacts and navi-
gate intuitively through the virtual environment. Yet, there are also
instances where interaction is minimal, such as a simple confirma-
tion to dismiss a message or notification. Hybrid UIs can help by
providing task-specific adaptations while keeping the consistency
across different domains high. Ultimately, this would lead to famil-
iarity with certain interactions, enhancing efficiency and simplicity.

User
Users have diverse backgrounds, abilities, and familiarity with digi-
tal products. A universal interaction concept for XR must acknowl-
edge these variabilities by providing flexibility in use, ensuring low
physical effort during extended input periods, or providing the pos-
sibility for shortcuts. Currently, specific XR hardware and software
technologies are not fully accessible. However, future research can
address this shortcoming and make XR applications more inclusive
and usable for everyone.

By following the idea of a universal interaction concept for XR,
developers and designers can create user interfaces that are versa-
tile, user-friendly, intuitive, and inclusive. Already today, hybrid
user interfaces offer the potential to bridge the gap between existing
tailor-made input and output concepts and bring us one step closer
to natural XR interaction. By offering multi-modal interaction, adap-
tive interfaces, and contextual integration, hybrid UIs can enhance
usability and reduce cognitive load [7].

3 FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF UNIVERSAL INTERACTION

Here, we point out research directions that tackle the current chal-
lenges of universal interaction.

Challenge 1: Intuitive Interaction in Universal Spaces
The first and most significant challenge lies in creating an intuitive
and versatile interaction concept. To effectively reach a diverse user
base, these concepts should be self-explanatory and easy to grasp
regardless of users’ technical familiarity or background. Further,
they need to be adjustable to serve a multitude of tasks.

Challenge 2: Opportune Utilization of Attention
Attention is a scarce resource that decreases over a day. Frequent
attention shifts, for example, created by smartphone notifications,
lead to faster depletion of attentional resources. Here, the attention
shifts characteristic of XR environments pose another challenge; as
users navigate between hybrid interfaces, the physical and digital
realms, interfaces must be designed to manage and facilitate this
transition smoothly.

Challenge 3: Technical Boundaries
Power consumption and battery life remain critical technical chal-
lenges in mobile scenarios, as the computational demands of im-
mersive XR applications can drain resources quickly. Solutions
may involve more energy-efficient algorithms or hardware improve-
ments. A potential clutter of hybrid input devices, from hand-held



controllers to haptic suits, complicates the user experience and calls
for streamlined, perhaps even embodied solutions.

Challenge 4: Fragmentation
Lastly, the risk of fragmented ecosystems across different head-
mounted display manufacturers could hinder universal interaction,
accessibility, and usability. Therefore, industry-wide standards or
interoperability protocols might be a critical area of focus to ensure
a consistent user experience across platforms. As we navigate these
challenges, the future of XR will likely be shaped by a commitment
to inclusivity, user-centered design, and cross-platform consistency.

4 CONCLUSION

Integrating hybrid user interfaces in XR introduces several chal-
lenges, opportunities, and future research directions. In this position
paper, we outline the potential of hybrid interfaces in universal ex-
tended reality (XR) interaction scenarios. First, we outline three
aspects that need to be considered when designing a universal in-
teraction concept for XR, namely the Environment, task, and user.
Further, we identify four essential challenges based on our past
experiences and related work: Intuitive Interaction in Universal
Spaces, Opportune Utilization of Attention, Technical Boundaries,
and Fragmentation. Inconsistent interaction paradigms, fragmented
ecosystems, limited battery life, excessive device clutter, the need
for intuitive learning of new interaction methods, and the necessity
to manage shifting attention are all key aspects that need careful con-
sideration. By recognizing and actively tackling these issues in our
research community, designers and developers have the opportunity
to craft user interfaces that provide smooth, intuitive, and captivating
XR experiences. We are confident that our position paper will spark
discussions about hybrid interfaces, setting the course for feasible
universal interaction in XR.
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